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Abstract. The National Taiwan University Library has built a digital library of
historical documents about Taiwan. The content is unique in that it covers about
80% of all primary Chinese historical materials about Taiwan before 1895, and
that they are all available in searchable full text, in addition to metadata. To make
these materials more accessible to the research community, we have developed, in
addition to full-text search and retrieval, a concept of regarding the set of
documents retrieved by a query as a sub-collection, and have designed post-query
classification methods to help users find the inter-relationships among documents
and the collective meaning of a sub-collection. We have also developed
techniques for term extraction for old Chinese and a data format for representing
governmental structures. We hope that our system will help advance research in
Taiwanese history, and will set a model for other similar endeavor.
Keywords: Historical documents, digital library, Taiwan, classification of
query results.

1 Introduction
Starting from 2003, the National Taiwan University Library (NTUL) embarked on a
major effort to systematically collect and digitize Taiwan related historical documents.
The documents, numbered over 80,000, came from a wide range of sources, including
imperial court archives, local and central judicial and administrative records, personal
records of high-ranking officials, travel journals, diaries of influential people of the
time, and land deeds. They were selected by historians, then typed, punctuated, proofread, and supplemented with metadata records. Currently we have accumulated about
150 million Chinese words (characters), all in full text and searchable. They cover about
80% of all primary Chinese historical materials about Taiwan before 1895.
To our knowledge, there has never been such a collection, in both variety and
magnitude, about Taiwan history available in searchable full text before. It should
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provide an exciting playground for anyone interested in pursuing research of
Taiwanese history, scholars and laymen alike. To make these materials more widely
available and easy to use, we have built a Taiwan History Digital Library (THDL). In
addition to full-text and metadata search, we have also built referential tools to further
facilitate their use. The tools that we have built so far include a Chinese-Gregorian
calendar converter, corpus of names of people and locations, and charts of the
evolution of local administrative structure with names of the officials and the duration
of their terms.
While constructing THDL, we noticed that providing search/retrieval facilities
alone is not sufficient for taking full advantage of its rich content. Most retrieval
systems, when issued a query, ends at returning a list of relevant items. The question
of how to make sense of the query results is usually left for the user to ponder. This
way of representing results might be the best one can do if the returned items are
independent objects and the meaning of each item is somewhat complete by itself.
However, historical documents are often inter-related. For instance, a query may
result in a list of reports from officials to the emperor and his responses, about a
specific political incident. The documents may span over several years and represent
several turns of events during its development. Thus, the retrieval results, if treated as
a collection, may reveal meaning much more significant than the sum of its parts. Due
to this observation, we have developed methods to post-process query results to show
collection-level information, so that the intricate relationship among documents from
the same query and their collective meaning can be investigated.
This paper is structured as follows. We give a (very) brief introduction of Taiwan’s
history, with emphasis on the political changes, in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
content of THDL. Section 4 outlines the technical features and a new concept of
treating the documents returned from a query as a sub-collection. A short discussion,
including the differences between our work and other related work such as the Million
Book Project, is given in Section 5.
Most translations from Chinese to English in this paper are done using pinying.
The few exceptions are when the Wade-Giles translation is more commonly used. For
instance, we use Taichung (Wade-Giles) instead of Taizhong (pinying) for
. All
person names are presented as family name first, followed by given name. For
instance, the family name of Zheng Chenggong is Zheng.

台中

2 A Brief History of Taiwan
The first trace of human activities in Taiwan, according to archeological findings,
dates back to at least 30,000 years. It is not clear if these pre-historic dwellers are the
direct ancestors of the indigenous people of Taiwan, part of the Austronesian group,
which form about 2% of the current population (numbered about 450,000, the rest are
mainly descendants of Han Chinese).
The first mentioning of Taiwan in Chinese historical records was during the Three
Kingdoms period (230 A.D.), although Han Chinese did not migrate to Taiwan in
significant numbers until about 1,000 years ago. In 1624 the Dutch East India
Company established a base at southern Taiwan and built the fort of Zeelandia at the
location of present day Tainan. At about the same time (1626), the Spanish also came
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to northern Taiwan and built three forts. They were driven out by the Dutch in 1642.
The Dutch were then driven out by the Ming general Zheng Chenggong (
,
known in the west as Koxinga) in 1662. Koxinga and his descendants established the
first Han Chinese government in Taiwan and used it as a base for their attempt to
recover China mainland (then occupied by the Manchurian-lead Qing Dynasty,
established in 1644 by overthrowing the Han-Chinese Ming Dynasty) for the Ming
Dynasty. In 1683 Zhang Keshuang (
), a grandson of Koxinga, surrendered to
Qing, which established prefectural level governments in Taiwan and upgraded it to
the Province of Taiwan in 1885. After loosing the Sino-Japanese, Qing ceded Taiwan
to Japan in 1895. After being defeated in the Second World War, Japan returned
Taiwan to China in 1945. The Chinese Nationalist government, after loosing the
mainland to the communists, moved their seat to Taiwan in 1949. The island moved
toward full democracy when the Marshall Law was lifted in 1987. (The State of War
between the two governments did not officially end until 1991.) In the year 2000, Mr.
Chen Shui-Bien of the Democratic Progressive Party was elected President, thus
ending the monopoly of the Nationalist Party to the Presidency. Those who wish to
learn more may consult the “History of Taiwan” entry of Wikipedia [1].

鄭克塽

3 The Content of THDL
The content in THDL can be roughly divided into three categories: imperial court
documents of Ming and Qing Dynasties, documents of local governments - in
particular the Danxin Archives, and local land deeds. Together they yield a rather
extensive picture of the political, sociological, and economic landscape of pre-1895
Taiwan, from the perspective of the central government to everyday people.
Our content has at least two other distinctive features. One is that most of our
content are primary documents, and they cover at least 80% of all such Chinese
materials. Other than diaries of important officials and travel journals, we did not
include any “secondary” material such as memoir, biography, or scholarly research
work. The reason is that we wish to present historical documents in their original
form, with as little later interpretation as possible. (We remark that we are building a
database of research work on Taiwanese history. This database, however, will serve a
purpose different from that of THDL.)
The second distinctive feature is that all of the documents in the digital library are
keyed-in as full text, with punctuation added, in addition to metadata. The availability
of full text and full-text search sets THDL apart from any other database of Chinese
historical documents that we know of. It also makes it an exciting research
environment for finding associations among documents and among collections of
documents that cannot be done with metadata alone. From the technological side, it
serves as a good source for experimenting in text mining and other information
techniques. Indeed, we have already developed tools for extracting terms, names, and
dates [2].
In the following we describe the three categories of contents in THDL.
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3.1 Selected Collections of Taiwan-Related Documents from the Imperial
Governments of the Ming and Qing Dynasties
During the Ming and Qing dynasties (1368-1644 and 1644-1911), China extended its
border to Taiwan and neighboring areas. Hence, the imperial governments of China
produced a significant number of court documents involving Taiwan during the two
dynasties, especially Qing. These documents are hidden in various imperial
government archives that are kept in different institutions, some in China and some in
Taiwan. Furthermore, most of them are never published and, if available for viewing,
are only as microfilms. It is obvious that they are of fundamental importance for
anyone who wishes to study Taiwan history during the Ming and Qing dynasties, but
it is almost impossible to access them in their entirety. Thus, the Council for Cultural
Affairs (CCA) of Taiwan commissioned the National Taiwan University Library
(NTUL) in 2003 to make a comprehensive digitization of imperial court documents
related to Taiwan. In this ambitious project, NTUL first collected copies of the
imperial government archives of Ming and Qing dynasties from different libraries and
archives, then collaborated with a team of historians (first lead by Professor Li WenLiang, then by Professor Wu Micha, both of National Taiwan University) to carefully
select the documents within those archives that are related to Taiwan. In addition to
creating metadata for those selected documents, the full text contents were also
keyed-in. The full texts were then proof-read with punctuation added. In the two years
that followed, more than 40,000 such documents were selected and over 35,000,000
characters of punctuated full text were produced [3].
Although the funding from CCA stopped after two years, NTUL continued looking
for new sources of historical documents and has added at least another 4,000,000
characters since then.
The contents of this collection are selected from the Ming Reign Chronicles and
the Qing Reign Chronicles (
,
), Palace Memorials (
), Archives of
the Grand Council (the Administration of Military Affairs) (
), the
), the Grand Secretariat Archives (
),
Imperial Decrees Archives (
Archives of the Diary-Keepers (
,
), Archives of the Imperial Palace (
), Diplomatic Documents (
), officially edited local gazetteers (
),
), and others. Altogether there are at
Court Edicts concerning Revolts (
least 235 different archives and collections that we have examined. The earliest
document in this collection was written in 1388 and selected from the Ming Reign
Chronicles, and the latest was written in 1911, just before the Qing dynasty ended.
This collection represents the history of Taiwan from the perspective of the
Chinese imperial government. As an outlying island of a vast empire, Taiwan did not
get mentioned often in the imperial court unless something bad, such as a rebellion or
famine, had occurred. Fig. 1 gives a breakdown of documents according to the years
that they were written. Indeed, each peak in the chart corresponds to an event that was
crucial to Imperial China. For instance, the peaks of 1786 to 1788 reflects the most
serious revolt ever occurred in Taiwan (the rebellion of Lin Shuangwen
). The
peak of 1884 corresponds to the Sino-Franco War (1883-1885), during which the
French invaded, unsuccessfully, northern Taiwan. The peak of 1895 indicates the
Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), which ended with Taiwan’s secession to Japan.
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Fig. 1. Yearly count of documents in the Selected Collections of Taiwan-related Documents
from the Imperial Governments of the Ming and Qing Dynasties

3.2 The Danxin Archives: Official Documents of the Danshui Sub-prefecture
and the Xinzhu County (1789-1895)
The Danxin Archives is a collection of administrative and judicial records of the
Danshui sub-prefecture and the Xinzhu County. The area involved covers the entire
northern Taiwan, with the present day Miaoli at the southern end. The dates spanned
from 1789 (the 54th year of the Qianlong’s
reign) to 1895 (the 21st year of the
reign). There are 19,281 documents, grouped into 1,143 cases. More
Guangxu’s
than half of the cases were produced during Guangxu’s reign, from 1875 to 1895 [4].
The Danxin Archives was organized and classified by the legal scholar Dai Yanhui
(
) into three categories: administrative, civil, and criminal [5]. Documents in
each case are further arranged into a series in chronological order. The Danxin
Archives is one of the only three pre-1911 Chinese local government archives known
to exist. Different from official local gazetteers, the Danxin Archives provides a firsthand detailed account of the social life of citizens in the Qing dynasty. It is invaluable
for anyone who wishes to study the political, economical, judicial, or administrative
development of late 19th century Taiwan and China.
The original Danxin Archives is in the care of the National Taiwan University
Library. There have been quite a few research articles and books based on Danxin
Archives (see, for instance, [6]), mainly via studying a microfilm version produced by
the University of Washington. In order to make this important material more available
to the research community, NTUL embarked on a project to publish the full text, on
the average of releasing 4 volumes a year. So far we have published 20 volumes, and
the total is estimated to be about 36. We have also scanned all images (27,017), which
will be incorporated into THDL. Currently we have proof-read and punctuated 11,611
full-text documents, all of which are available in THDL. There are also 11,242
associated metadata records.

光緒

戴炎輝

乾隆
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3.3 Collections of Land Deeds of Taiwan
Until the beginning of the 20th century, land deeds were the only proof of ownership
and transition of land in Taiwan. They were hand written and were usually prepared
by a scrivener. In the early phase of the Japanese occupation of Taiwan, the Japanese
government brought in western style land measurement mechanism and established a
modern system to manage land and ownership, thus replaced the ad hoc land deed
system. During the transformation of the land management system, the Japanese
Governor-General made a concerned effort to record land deeds so that they can be
ported to the new system. Thus, about 15,000 land deeds are included in the Archives
of the Japanese Taiwan Governor-Generals (
). It was estimated [7]
that there are an additional 20,000 land deeds in the hands of libraries, museums,
private collectors, and individual families which were not accounted for in the
aforementioned archives. In 2003 and 2004, CCA commissioned the National
Taichung Library (NTL) to collect and digitize (in full text) the hand-written copies of
land deeds from the Archives of the Japanese Taiwan Governor-Generals. In this
project, NTL keyed-in the full text of 15,901 land deeds from the Archives of the
Japanese Taiwan Governor-Generals, 1,674 from published literature, and 157 from
private collections. In addition, NTUL has digitized its own collections of land deeds
which totaled at 3,667. Together, NTL and NTUL have collected more than 20,000
land deeds in Taiwan, all incorporated into THDL. We are adding another 3,000,
which should be done in a few months.
While each land deed may have significance only to its owner, the collection as a
whole provides a fascinating glimpse into the pre-1895 Taiwanese grassroots society.
For example, the fluctuation of value of land reveals a great deal about the economic
development of each region. Since many of the deeds were between indigenous
people and Han immigrants, they also provide clues to the intricate relationship
among the various peoples of Taiwan [8], the evolution of rights to land, and the
gradual assimilation of the indigenous people (in particular the Pinpu
) into
the Han society.
Land deeds usually have a fixed format, many of which differ only in the names of
the parties involved, the names of the witnesses and scrivener, location and boundary of
the land, and the date. They are thus ideal for experiments in term extraction and text
mining. Indeed, we have already mined over 90,000 names of people and locations. Just
people’s names alone should be a valuable source for research in history.

臺灣總督府檔案

平埔族群

4 Post-query Analysis and Referential Tools
The availability of full text opens an exciting new door for using primary important
historical documents in research and teaching. While full-text search is a must-have,
we try to explore other ways with the aim of building a research environment around
these resources for historians and researchers of other disciplines.
4.1 Query Returns as a Sub-collection
Most document retrieval systems regard query results as a set of more or less
independent documents. It is the user’s job to go through the returns to see if any is
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relevant to her request. The facility of full-text retrieval sometimes makes the
resulting set too large to manage. Thus some systems also provide query refinement
mechanisms to further restrict the query results.
Historical documents have the feature that they are often inter-related. For
example, while a single land deed may yield little meaning by itself, a series of land
deeds of the same piece of property may reveal significance far greater than the sum
of its parts. Indeed, historians rarely look at a single document alone (unless they are
looking for something to refute a conjecture or to add support to an observation).
They gather documents from different sources, try to figure out their collective
meaning (relationships among the documents, and the meaning of the collection as a
whole), and draw conclusions accordingly. Since THDL has already accumulated an
unprecedented amount of full-text documents on Taiwan history under one roof, our
next step is to represent the results from a query as a collection by itself and try to
show the various possible relationships among the query result documents. This is
done mainly through post-processing a query’s returns as a sub-collection.
THDL features two facilities to help user find collective meanings of query returns,
multi-dimensional post-query classification and term frequency analysis.
Post-query Classification. The post-query classification mechanism classifies
documents of the resulting set of a query according to several predefined dimensions,
which are metadata fields describing important background knowledge of documents
such as dates, authors, and sources. After the resulting set of a query is returned (we
call it a sub-collection), THDL classifies its contents according to year, author, and
source on the left of the web page, and presents summaries of the documents
themselves on the right. Fig. 2 shows the returns of the query Lin Wencha (
), a
well-known Taiwanese native general during the Qing dynasty, with the timeline on
the left. Among the 375 returned documents (all zouje
- reports from officials to
the emperor), 331 appeared between 1861 and 1864, the year when Lin was killed in
battle. What is interesting is that 31 additional zouje mentioning Lin appeared after
his death, until as late as 1906. An examination of these documents reveals a series of
family tragedies involving his brother’s (Lin Wenmin, also a Qing general) being
wrongly accused of crimes and executed, his son’s (Lin Chaodong) death in battle,
and so forth. Thus a family’s story unfolds in the sub-collection of a single query.
Note that the predefined dimensions are dependent on the characteristics and
metadata of each collection, so different collections may need different dimensions.
Our system also provides reordering facility, so that the user can examine the returned
list of documents in any of the predefined dimensions. By presenting classifications of
multiple dimensions, the user can switch from dimension to dimension and observe
the distribution and behavior of each dimension. We also allow users to bookmark
documents and create their own sub-collections.

奏摺

林文察

Term Frequency Analysis. We have also built tools in THDL for term extraction,
and have used the tools to build a corpus of over 90,000 names of people and
locations. The names are used to provide term frequency analysis which further helps
the user to explore and expand the sub-collections. Term frequency analysis tabulates
the numbers of times terms appear in the sub-collection and presents them to the user
(see Fig. 3). The user can use them to decide how relevant a person or a location is to
the present query (and the associated sub-collection) and explore further.
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Fig. 2. Query results of “Lin Wencha”

Through post-query classification and term analysis, we hope to provide users
better ways to analyze the sub-collection retrieved from a query as a whole, rather
than as individual documents.
4.2 Referential Tools
A historian always has referential resources within reach when she conducts research.
To make THDL more useful, we have also built several referential tools and are in the
process of building more. We describe some of them here.
Chinese-Gregorian Calendar Converter. Date is obviously among the most
important information for history. The traditional Chinese calendar is lunar and does
not correspond directly to the Gregorian calendar. During the dynastic era, the years
were indicated by the reign title of an emperor, who may change the title from time to
time. To complicate things further, Koxinga continued to use Ming reign even if it no
longer existed (after being terminated by Qing). To maintain consistency, we use
Gregorian calendar as the standard metadata format for dates and wrote a converter
that made a daily correspondence between Gregorian and the Chinese calendars
starting from the first day of Ming (1368/01/25) to the last day of Qing (1912/02/17).
We also included part of the Japanese calendar for documents produced during the
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period of Japanese rule (1895-1945). The total number of dates in our database is
about 250,000.
We also wrote a program to automatically recognize dates appeared in documents
and convert them to Gregorian. A query interface for users to directly access the
conversion table is available.

Fig. 3. Term frequency analysis of the sub-collection from the query “Lin Wencha”

Corpus of Names of People and Locations. Who and where are no less important to
historical events than when. Thus we need ways to extract names of people and
locations from our documents. While the names mentioned in the court documents are
relatively easy to collect, since they usually only involve important officials and
locations, those that appeared in local documents and land deeds pose a problem.
The challenge is further compounded by the fact that the Chinese language has no
spacing between characters and the old scripts have no punctuation. Although there
have been research of term segmentation for Chinese [11, 12], they are not directly
applicable because the grammatical structure of old Chinese is quite different from
that of the modern Chinese. Term frequency count won’t do the trick either since
many individuals only appear once (such as those appearing in only one land deed).
The irregularity of names of the indigenous people, as opposed to the simple familygiven name format of Han Chinese, adds more challenge.
To solve this problem we developed a word-clip algorithm to recognize proper
nouns in Chinese documents [2]. The idea is to recognize existing relations between
proper nouns and their context in a collection in which the documents have similar
styles of writing. In such a collection, a specific type of proper nouns (such as
locations) is often surrounded by similar leading phrases and ending phrases. We call
such a pair of leading and ending phrases a clip. The characters within a clip usually
form a proper noun.
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Our algorithm starts with a set of known names to find useful clips. The clips are
then used to catch more names. This process is iterated until it reaches saturation
(very few new clips are generated). We have applied the word-clip method to two of
the collections (except the Danxin Archives). Experimental results show that the
average precision rate of identifying person names is about 50% and the estimated
recall rate is about 75%. For location names the precision rate is 82% and the
estimated recall rate is 84%. So far we have collected 90,948 person names and 3,496
location names in the two collections.
The corpus is used in the term frequency analysis utility mentioned in the previous
section.
The Local Officials Chart of Taiwan during the Qing Dynasty. Knowing who was
in charge of what at what time is very useful when studying history. We took an
important source book on the local officials of the Qing Dynasty, Listing of
Administrative Offices and Officials [9], and built a tool to help users find
information about officials. The book lists all the administrative offices of Taiwan
during the Qing dynasty, together with the names of the officials who occupied the
offices, with their starting and ending dates.
Instead of just making a table, we designed a data format that allows one to fully
utilize the information provided by the book. The design principle of the data format
is to make each tuple as small as possible so that local changes can be made easily.
This is necessary because not all records in the book are complete or accurate.
However, the tuples have to contain enough fields so that they can be connected to
provide answers to new types of queries. We have proved that the data format we
designed is both minimal and sufficient [10].

Fig. 4. Taiwan government structure during the year 1786

Our system provides three types of queries at the moment: query by office, query
by person, and query by year. A query by office gives the list of names of people who
ever held that office, in chronological order. This is also the way data were organized
in the book. The other two types of queries, however, show how digitized data can
provide a lot more than the source book was originally intended for. A query by name
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returns a chronology of all the offices of Taiwan that the named person ever held. A
query by year returns a chart that shows the entire governmental structure of Taiwan
of that year with the names of the officials for each office during that year (see Fig.
4). A click on the name of an office shows another chart that represents the internal
structure of that office, also with names of officials holding positions within that
office during that year. A click on any person appeared in the tree sends a query by
person command to the system and generates the respective chronological chart
accordingly.

5 Discussion
This paper describes THDL, the Taiwan History Digital Library of historical
documents. In addition to incorporating the full texts of over 80% of primary Chinese
documents about Taiwan before 1895, we have also developed different ways to
facilitate THDL for research in history. They include full-text search, techniques and
interfaces for classifying and exploring a query result as a sub-collection, term
frequency analysis, and referential tools.
There are many ambitious digitization projects currently in progress, such as
Google Books (see http://books.google.com/googlebooks/about.html) and the Million
Book Project [13]. THDL is different from these projects in many ways. First, THDL
is about a single domain – Taiwan history, and thus can utilize domain-specific
knowledge and metadata to provide important features such as post-query
classification. Second, we only select the contents in the archives that are related to
Taiwan. In other words, we do not cover entire archives or books, only the parts that
are relevant to our purpose. Third, we did not (could not) use OCR to obtain full texts
because all the documents are hand-written, which renders OCR impossible. Thus all
our texts were keyed-in. Lastly, there is no copyright concern since we only deal with
ancient materials. Like the other two projects, we emphasize on the ease of use. In
addition to providing full-text search, we want our interface to be at least as friendly
as Google’s, with additional emphasis on providing help after the query results are
returned.
Another project that we should mention is Taiwan’s National Digital Archives
Program (NDAP) [14]. Although NDAP also deals with historical subjects about
Taiwan, it does not emphasize on full texts. Thus we did not request/receive funding
from NDAP for constructing THDL, except for building the full text of the Danxin
Archives.
We are still building more contents, both primary materials and research work,
about Taiwan history. We are also developing text mining techniques to provide
better analytical tools of historical documents. We hope THDL can help push research
on Taiwan history to a new horizon.
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